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Introduction

Biological warfare agents (BWAs) in the form of bacteria, viruses, fungi, and toxins are the most problematic of the weapons of mass destruction and terror. Both civilian and military sources predict that over the next decade the threat from proliferation of these agents will increase significantly. In this review, we summarize the state of the art in detection and identification of biological threat agents based on PCR technology with emphasis on the new technology of microarrays. The advantages and limitations of real-time PCR technology and a review of the literature as it applies to pathogen and virus detection are presented. The paper covers a number of issues related to the challenges facing biological threat agent detection technologies and identifies critical components that must be overcome for the emergence of reliable PCR-based DNA technologies as bioterrorism countermeasures and for environmental applications. The review evaluates various system components developed for an integrated DNA microchip and the potential applications of the next generation of fully automated DNA analyzers with integrated sample preparation and biosensing elements. The article also reviews promising devices and technologies that are near to being, or have been, commercialized.
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detectors/identifiers. The alarm-type detectors should provide generic discrimination of environmental species (e.g., biological vs. nonbiological species or pathogenic vs. nonpathogenic agents), and they may be used as “triggers” (i.e., precursors and complements) for a more sophisticated detector/identifier system. New biodetectors should be capable of being used anytime and anywhere and should take advantage of remote, wireless communications, such as those used successfully in environmental monitoring and reporting and in telemedicine applications (2–5). The effective testing of biological agents requires portable sensor technology, which should be extremely sensitive, universal, reliable, and fast (Figure 1). It should be miniaturized, use fewer consumables (to minimize a logistics footprint), and be of low maintenance relative to current equipment that has been deployed for real-time monitoring of BWAs. A sensor should be able to detect biological agents at threshold concentrations in a minimum of 5–10 min. There is also a growing need for portable, highly sensitive, and fast biodetectors capable of detecting and identifying bio-threat agents in the field. Portability, rather than transportability, requires lighter weights, smaller volumes, moderate power consumption, and enhanced energy efficiency.

Unfortunately, current biological detection systems have not kept pace with the threat posed by BWAs. Commercially available chemical detection systems are much more robust and developed than counterpart systems to detect BWAs (4–6). Chemical detectors can provide information about chemical warfare agents within seconds or minutes, under field conditions. At the same time, very few biodetectors for BWAs suitable for use under field conditions are commercially available. Conventional biodetection systems have several shortcomings that must be overcome: (i) they are slow to recognize the presence of a pathogen; (ii) they are not suitable to discriminate simultaneously a full set of pathogenic versus nonpathogenic microorganisms in the environment; (iii) except in laboratory settings, they lack adequate sensitivity; (iv) the systems are often transportable rather than portable and are cumbersome for field operations; (v) they require highly trained personnel to properly operate them; (vi) they cannot be monitored or operated by remote control; and (vii) their purchase, maintenance, and operation are expensive. Other limitations are the complexity of the instrumentation, multi-step assay processes, and the time-consuming procedures that are always required.

Recent advances in areas such as microarray technology, microelectromechanical systems, microfluidics, and optoelectronics present new technological possibilities for producing fast, extremely sensitive, and inexpensive “smart” sensing systems for field application (7–10). In this review, we examine the current state of the art in detection and identification of BWAs based on approaches using nucleic acids, focusing primarily on PCR technology and the newly emerging technology of microarrays. The advantages and limitations of real-time PCR technology and a review of the literature as it applies to pathogen and virus detection are presented. While promising, there are a number of significant challenges involved with PCR and microarray detection of BWAs that must be overcome for the emergence of reliable systems that can serve as gold standards.

PCR-BASED TECHNOLOGIES

Rapid and accurate identification of the full set of BWAs in the environment is a key element of biological defense strategy (3–19). To date, detection and identification strategies based on real-time PCR technology have found the greatest use for BWA analysis because of its rapidity, sensitivity, and reproducibility, and the reduced risk of human error. Significant recent advances in PCR chemistry and thermal cycling technology have compressed the timeframe for analysis from several hours to a few minutes (18–27).

Nucleic acid-based diagnostic assays demand detection of organisms or DNA mutations at very low concentrations, often less than 100 copies per milliliter, in raw biological samples such as blood or urine. Such sensitivity requirements mandate the use of minimum quantities of the starting sample. PCR is capable of detecting fewer than 20 copies of a target in any given biological sample. If the required assay sensitivity is 100 copies per milliliter, then a minimum of 200 µL of the original sample must be processed to ensure statistical confidence in the result of the assay. Advanced fluidic processing technologies that bridge the gap between the demand for “large” sample volumes and the world of microstructures and microarrays have been reported (28,29).

Cepheid (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) has developed two approaches to bridging this gap (28, 29). In one approach, they use their I-CORE® (intelligent cooling/heating optical reaction) technology, a thermal-cycling technology for performing fast PCR on large sample
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In a second approach, they address the problem of efficiently miniaturizing the next “upstream” fluid processes in nucleic acid assays: nucleic acid purification and concentration. In this context, Cepheid has developed a micromachined, microfluidic technology in which high-surface-area structures are created in silicon substrates. Such structures are designed into well-defined arrays that optimize fluid flow and liquid-surface interaction. Although the internal volume of such a chip is several microliters, its array of micromachined columns can capture dissolved nucleic acid as it flows through the chip. Cepheid’s fluidic cartridges are designed to perform the following functions: (i) reagent containment and delivery; (ii) sample and reagent mixing; (iii) cell separation and concentration using modular filter and solid-phase holder assemblies; (iv) rapid cell lysis using ultrasonic techniques; (v) DNA or RNA capture, enrichment, and purification using chips or solid-phase materials; and (vi) preparation of reaction mixture and filling integrated PCR tubes. The fluidic cartridges are used for the I-CORE modules. Each I-CORE module includes a four-channel optical analysis system capable of detecting and quantifying multiple fluorescent dyes and multiple target molecules in the same reaction tube. I-CORE technology can achieve less than 30-s PCR cycles for volumes as large as 100 µL, while simultaneously detecting and quantifying fluorescent DNA products in real time. The steps associated with DNA extraction, amplification, and detection are fully integrated in one system and, therefore, in one procedure. Based on the I-CORE module, the company developed a family of DNA analysis instruments including the Microfluidic Integrated DNA Analysis System (MIDAS®) and Smart Cycler® DNA detection systems. The MIDAS can identify BWAs in less than 30 min. Along with unprecedented processing speed, MIDAS is totally automated, requiring the operator only to inject a specimen into the machine. The commercial successor to MIDAS, called GeneXpert®, uses the same microfluidics technology integrated into disposable assay cartridges. The cartridges contain all the specific reagents required to detect disease organisms such as *Bacillus anthracis*, *Chlamydia trachomatis*, or foodborne pathogens. MIDAS performs all the complicated handling of reagents and samples, amplifies the DNA, and detects specific sequences of viruses, bacteria, or spores. The system then cleans and decontaminates itself and is ready for another assay.

Recently, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, Atlanta, GA, USA) developed and validated test kits for several biological threat agents for use on the Smart Cycler DNA detection systems. The Smart Cycler is designed for both laboratory and field application. The Smart Cycler II TD system is a ruggedized model, for field testing including a theater of operations during warfare (30). The Smart Cycler II is built with 16 I-CORE modules and enables rapid sample analysis by real-time PCR with results in as little as 20 min.

Another strategy for rapid detection and identification of bacteria has been proposed by Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA, USA) (31). The company, a part of Applera (Norwalk, CT, USA; formerly Perkin Elmer) has developed a new homogeneous fluorescence bead-based immunoassay, the FLISA, which requires no wash and only one incubation step (32). The FLISA (fluorescence-linked immunosorbent assay) uses 6-µm antibody-coated polystyrene beads. The immunoassays were developed for the cytokines IL-6 and IL-8. The FLISA is comparable to traditional ELISA with respect to linear dynamic range and sensitivity and can be readily performed in 96- and 384-well plates. Additionally, the FLISA utilizes 100 times less primary antibody than the conventional immunoassay. While scanning, the laser is focused on the bottom of the well, and the fluorescence associated with each bead is detected over the unbound, background fluorescence. An additional key feature of the FLISA system is its multiplex capability using different bead sizes and dyes. The multiplexed system can detect different PCR products simultaneously (31,32). Recently the company developed a 7900HT Immune Profiling Micro Fluidic card that can analyze 384 TaqMan®-based assays simultaneously on a single card.

While the speed and sensitivity of nucleic acid analysis based on PCR has been significantly improved, the PCR technique requires that the bacteria and spores be disrupted to make the endogenous DNA available for amplification. Bacterial spores are particularly difficult to process, as their nucleic acid is encased in a very resistant shell. Spore lysis methods have included chemical, enzymatic, mechanical, and thermal treatments (33–35). However, physical disruption methods are preferred, as most chemical agents inhibit the PCR process, requiring removal in subsequent additional steps. Researchers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory have developed a minisonicator and spore lysis cartridge that allow the disruption of bacillus spores in 30 s (35). Utilization of the minisonicator significantly improved PCR analysis by decreasing the limit of detection and the time of assay. The total time of spore disruption and detection using the minisonicator and the Advanced Nucleic Acid Analyzer (ANAA) was less than 15 min. The ANAA contains an array of 10 thermo-optic modules, improved software, and a modified detection system (30,35–38). The ANAA, with its laptop computer, performs a full PCR analysis of a normal-size cellular culture in approximately 7 min. A full PCR analysis includes cell lysis, PCR, detection of the PCR product with a target-specific fluorescence resonance energy transfer probe, and automated alerting of a positive signal. A sample is introduced into a 25-µL plastic tube, inserted into the silicon-chip microchannel along with several chemicals, including the polymerase enzyme, PCR buffers, nucleic-acid primers, and a fluorogenic nucleic-acid probe. The sample with the reagents is first heated to just below boiling (96°C) and then cooled to 56°C. This cycle is repeated. During each cycle of the temperature, PCR replicates the target sequence of DNA, eventually resulting in billions of strands of this DNA for testing. In addition, the chip has an integrated thin-film heating element for controlling the chamber’s temperature, a blue light-emitting diode (LED) to excite the chemical probe, and two photodiodes with 530- and 590-nm bandpass filters, respectively, for detecting the resulting fluorescent signals.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory scientists have also developed a four-chamber, battery powered, handheld instrument referred to as the Handheld Advanced Nucleic Acid Analyzer (HANAA). The HANAA is an instrument capable...
of rapid detection and identification of biowarfare and bioterrorism agents in the field using a TaqMan®-based PCR assay. It is a highly automated device, able to automatically prepare samples, then simultaneously test up to four different samples for two different DNA sequences each, and report the results in about 30 min. The HANAA system could, in principle, detect as few as 10 individual bacteria including B. anthracis. About the size of a brick, the HANAA biodetection system can be held in one hand and weighs less than a kilogram. The system was designed for emergency response groups, such as firefighters and police, who are often first on the scene at sites where bioterrorism may have occurred.

Another automated PCR-based system is the Ruggedized Advanced Pathogen Identification Device (R.A.P.I.D.; Idaho Technology, Salt Lake City, UT, USA), which is based on the Light-Cycler® PCR technology with a fluorescence detection system (13,18,39–41). Developed originally for military field hospitals and other rough environments, the R.A.P.I.D. is a field-deployable rapid thermal cycler with fluorescence monitoring. The principle of PCR-monitoring with the LightCycler System is based on hybridization probes. The two probes are designed to hybridize to the specific target in a head-to-tail arrangement that brings the two different dyes (fluorophore) into close proximity to each other, which in turn leads to the transfer of fluorescent resonance energy. Hybridization probes could have an advantage over hydrolysis and hairpin probes because they are labeled with only a single dye. The R.A.P.I.D. is capable of automatically analyzing samples for the presence of any nucleic acid sequences. Up to 32 prepared test samples may be amplified and analyzed within 40 min. Up to 10 different organisms may be tested for in a single screen test. The basic instrument weighs less than 25 kg and is designed to be air, land, and sea transportable. An advanced artificial intelligence system allows the R.A.P.I.D. to automatically collect the data, interpret the test data, and report the results, providing the capability for pathogen testing and identification in the field.

The advantages of the Idaho Technology’s original Light-Cycler attracted attention and investment from Roche Molecular Biochemicals. Roche’s cornerstone system, the COBAS AMPLICOR™ Analyzer, launched in Europe in 1995 and in the United States in 1997, was the first system to automate both the amplification and detection steps of the PCR testing process by combining five instruments into one (thermal cycler, automatic pipettor, incubator, washer, and reader) for the detection and quantification of different infectious agents including detection of B. anthracis DNA (14,18,42,43). By first using the Roche COBAS AmpliPrep™ System to prepare PCR specimens and then employing the COBAS TaqMan System, which automates the amplification, detection, and quantification of DNA or RNA, PCR analysis is fully automated. The system contains a single thermal cycler with two independently regulated heating/cooling blocks, an incubator, a magnetic particle washer, a pipettor, and a photometer. Amplified products are captured on oligonucleotide-coated paramagnetic microparticles and detected with use of an avidin-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugate. To avoid DNA carryover, separate dedicated areas are used for reagent preparation, sample preparation, and detection. No cross-re-activity was observed when three different target nucleic acids were amplified in a single reaction and detected with three target-specific capture probes. There are now close to 4000 COBAS AMPLICOR systems in clinical settings worldwide. The system has a broad test menu with the ability to test for B. anthracis, C. trachomatis, Neisseria gonorrhoea, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, cytomegalovirus, hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus, and human immunodeficiency viruses.

MICROARRAY TECHNOLOGIES

Miniaturization of biodetectors into a single, integrated, “lab-on-a-chip” system offers great potential for environmental monitoring, which includes improved accuracy, lower power and sample consumption, disposability, and automation (44–51). This technology adapts microfabrication techniques used in semiconductor manufacture to convert experimental and analytical protocols into chip architectures. Already chips are being fabricated with picoliter-size wells and 10-μL-size chambers for sample preparation and detection (51–61). The integration of microfluidic transport, total automation, and materials handling contributes to a major reduction in system retention and material transfer losses, which increases accuracy and reduces sample size requirements. However, one of the remaining barriers to achieving true miniaturized total analysis systems is the integration of sample pretreatment for microfluidic devices. The challenge is complicated by the complexity and variation in prospective samples and analytes. There is an issue of integration and interfacing the pretreatment operation to the analysis device with which it is coupled and codependent in terms of sample volume, time, and reagent and power consumption (62,63). The majority of published work has concentrated on using electrokinetically driven separation schemes to separate and detect analytes of interest (64–67). The electrokinetic phenomenon occurs due to the interaction of induced dipole in the bioparticles with electric fields and is used for movement of fluids and other materials through a network of fluid channels. In this case, external pumps or valves are not needed. Precise control of fluid motion and reaction timing is achieved by changing parameters such as the current or voltage. The chip-based capillary electrophoresis system has the capacity to perform the following functions: reagent dispensing, mixing, incubation, reaction, and sample partition and analyte detection. Evidence in the experimental data produced by different organizations has shown that microchip electrophoresis is an effective process for analyzing biological agents at very high speeds and low concentrations (64–67). Chip-based capillary electrophoresis technology has many benefits if compared to conventional methods of analysis. For example, the chip can analyze a mixture in seconds where it would take capillary electrophoresis at least 20 min and gel electrophoresis 1 h to do the same analysis. The microchip can detect a sample concentration in the range of 100 pM, which is at least two orders of magnitude greater than conventional capillary electrophoretic analysis. PCR amplification of single DNA template molecules, followed by capillary electrophoretic analysis of the products, has been demonstrated in an integrated micro-
fluidic device (66). The microdevice consists of submicroliter PCR chambers, etched into a glass substrate, which are directly connected to a microfabricated capillary electrophoresis system. Valves and hydrophobic vents provide controlled and sensorless loading of the 280-nl PCR chambers, low volume reactor, and low thermal mass. The use of thin-film heaters permits cycle times as fast as 30 s. In operation, an amplified product, labeled with an intercalating fluorescent dye, is directly injected into a gel-filled capillary channel for electrophoretic analysis. This microchip electrophoresis has proved to be quicker, more sensitive, and cheaper than conventional techniques.

Several systems that use such chip-based or microarray technologies are commercially available. For example, ACLARA BioSciences (Mountain View, CA, USA) has developed integrated, automated, microfluidic systems in which a number of sample preparation and analytical steps, such as mixing, reaction, and separation, are performed on a single-use plastic LabCard® (52). The focus of Caliper Technologies (Mountain View, CA, USA) is to develop microfluidic laboratory-on-a-chip technologies and products, marketed as LabChip™ technologies (53,54).

Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA, USA) produces the GeneChip® probe arrays, which are manufactured by bonding hundreds of synthetic oligonucleotides onto the surface of a microchip using photolithographic processes such as photosensitive masks, chemical doping layers, and other techniques used in computer chip fabrication (55–57). In October 2002, Affymetrix publicly announced the commercial availability of a new GeneChip® brand CustomSeq™ Resequencing Array that can sequence 30,000 bases in 2 days at a claimed accuracy of 99.99%. Applications include pathogen subtyping to identify known and novel strains of microorganisms.

Genometrix (The Woodlands, TX, USA), acquired in 2002 by High Throughput Genomics (Tucson, AZ, USA), has developed several platforms that find applications in gene expression analysis, mutation screening, and drug discovery (58). The company focused its attention in the direction of developing low-cost, medium-density tools that have the potential to screen a large number of samples (tens of thousands of tissues or different drug compounds) in parallel. The company developed an automated workstation for sample processing and automated chip hybridization. The workstation allows mRNA isolation, automated PCR, hybridization, and chip detection at the rate of up to 1000 samples per day.

Agilent’s (Palo Alto, CA, USA) 2100 Bioanalyzer is another promising system for real-time analysis of different BWAs (59–61). Their approach is based on the integration of three main technologies: DNA microarrays, bioinformatics (using the Rosetta Resolver® gene expression data-analysis system), and lab-on-a-chip automated bioanalyzer product line (59). The system was developed collaboratively with Caliper Technologies. Using proprietary microfluidic breakthroughs from Caliper, the BioAnalyzer integrates fluid handling, sample processing, separation, and detection in a miniature chip format. A linear range for quantitative analysis is from 0.5 to 50 ng/µL.

Gene Logic offers the Flow-Thru Chip™ (FTC) in which molecular interaction occurs within the 3-D volumes of porous substrates (44,68,69). The FTC is a uniformly porous glass or silicon wafer, in contrast to flat, impenetrable materials used in traditional microarrays. In FTC technology, molecular interactions occur within the 3-D volumes of ordered microchannels rather than on the 2-D flat surface platforms available in the current market. The large surface areas of the microchannels allow an increase in both the sensitivity and spatial resolution required for quantitative chemiluminescence measurements on microarrays.

HYBRID TECHNOLOGIES

Scientists at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory have also invented a stand-alone system for rapid, continuous monitoring of multiple airborne biological threat agents in the environment. This system, the autonomous pathogen detection system (APDS), acts as a biological “smoke alarm” and is targeted for domestic applications in which the public is at high risk of exposure to covert releases of bioagent (such as mass transit, office complexes, and convention centers), and as part of a monitoring network for urban areas and major gatherings. The APDS is completely automated, offering aerosol sampling, in-line sample preparation fluidics, multiplex flow cytometer detection and identification assays, and orthogonal, flow-through PCR (nucleic acid) amplification and detection. For the flow-cytometry subsystem, small “capture” beads 5 µm in diameter are coated with antibodies specific to the target pathogens. The beads are color-coded according to which antibodies they hold. Once the pathogens attach to their respective antibodies, more antibodies (labeled with a fluorescent dye), are added to the mixture. A labeled antibody will stick to its respective pathogen, creating a sort of bead sandwich—antibody, pathogen, and labeled antibody. The beads flow one by one through a flow cytometer, which illuminates each bead in turn with a laser beam. Any bead with labeled antibodies will fluoresce. The system can then identify which agents are present, depending on the color of the capture bead, and has several key advantages over competing technologies: (i) the ability to measure up to 100 different agents and controls in a single sample; (ii) the flexibility and ease with which new bead-based assays can be developed and integrated into the system; (iii) low false-positive and false-negative detection due to the presence of two orthogonal detection methods; (iv) the ability to use the same basic system components for multiple deployment architectures; and (v) the relatively low cost per assay and minimal consumables.

Nanogen (San Diego, CA, USA) has focused on DNA diagnostics using a combination of electrophoresis, long DNA probes, and imaging techniques (70,71). This technology comprises an electronically addressable silicon microchip that can be loaded with DNA capture probes using electrophoretic forces to bind the probes to specific sites on a chip array. They are refining their system to isolate and detect biological warfare and infectious-disease agents in clinical specimens.

Motorola Life Science (Pasadena, CA, USA) is developing its eSensor™ DNA Detection System, which examines up to 36 DNA or RNA targets simultaneously by bioelectron-
ic detection, enabling convenient, flexible, and cost-effective tests (72,73). The bioelectrochemical DNA detection technology was originally developed at the California Institute of Technology. The essence of the technology rests on specific detection of the electrical current generated by the reversible and continuous oxidation and reduction of labeled nucleic acid targets. The eSensor DNA detection technology exploits the electronic properties of nucleic acids while relying on the central principle of clinical molecular diagnostics, namely, hybridization. eSensor detection microchips contain numerous electronically active “pads,” each decorated with specific DNA capture probes. The number of pads and specificity of probes on a chip can be varied depending on the applications of interest. As an electron donor, a ferrocene organometallic complex is covalently attached to a signal probe that is complementary to a region of the target of interest. The signal probes serve to label the target upon hybridization and are called AMBER (amperometric bioelectronic reporter) probes. The capture probes are attached to a gold micro electrode through phenylacetylene linkers that maintain the desired electrical contact between the probes and the surface of the gold electrode. Sample preparation, consisting of simple lysis of the cells, bacteria, or viruses of interest followed by denaturation and fragmentation, will not need to be augmented by significant purification. A complete test is performed as a sequence of events: (i) introduction of the specimen, (ii) a few moments of incubation for lysis and nucleic acid denaturation and fragmentation, (iii) several minutes of incubation for hybridization to occur, (iv) signal generation (initiated by pushing one button to generate the necessary voltage), and (v) display and read-out of result.

An improved method for producing microarrays that detect anthrax or smallpox in environmental samples has been developed at the Department of Energy’s Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL; Richland, WA, USA) in conjunction with Washington State University (Pullman, WA, USA) (74,75). The microarrays consist of tiny probes placed on a glass plate. Each probe is sensitive to a specific pathogen marker, such as a DNA sequence encoding a toxin. Increased sensitivity is achieved by purification and concentration of bio-threat markers (such as whole cells, DNA, or proteins) and PCR amplification of nucleic acids prior to detection. The automated sample processing system, called the Battelle-PNNL Enhanced Biodetection Enabling Analyte Delivery System (BEADS) has been developed and used for purification and concentration of bio-threat markers. This system relies upon the manipulation of microparticle suspensions in a fluidic system and is well-suited for reversible sensing applications, automated serial assays, on-column or off-column detection, and biological or chemical separations/detection. The BEADS device can capture samples large enough to perform DNA testing in the field, automatically, 24 hours a day, and with no technician. Each bead is chemically designed to act like flypaper, isolating bacteria, spores, viruses, and their DNA from liquid samples derived from air, water, and dirt samples. The analytes are bound onto the surface of the beads, and the sample matrix materials that can interfere with PCR and detection are washed away. The analytes are then eluted from the beads and moved through a detector.

Results from testing in the field can be sent electronically to a remote location. With BEADS sample preparation systems as a front-end technology, detectors can be deployed as unattended bio-threat monitors in the field.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE AVENUES

Sensitive and rapid detection of BWAs is being addressed with largely positive results because of major advances in PCR and microarray technology. Progress in microarray technology portends the application of hybridization-based approaches for detection of BWAs in the near future. The obvious advantages offered by the massively parallel form of analysis with microarrays include increased data per unit time and significant reduction in the time of analysis, sample volume required, and reagents consumed. These advantages are offset to some extent by the size and delicate nature of the current generation of system, limiting their use to laboratory settings.

Similarly, real-time PCR systems are playing an increasingly important role in health care, agriculture, and environmental monitoring. Military and civilian applications of these types of assays have clearly demonstrated ultrasensitive determination of microorganisms and viruses in a broad range of environments, including municipal water supplies, food products, or in plant, animal, or human tissues. In the meantime, however, considerable work remains to be done. One major technical challenge is to breach the detection barrier posed by complex environmental samples containing BWAs with sensitive detectors that can discriminate target cells, proteins, or nucleic acids. Field application of PCR remains limited in part because of its inherent complexity and the need for highly trained personnel for operation and interpretation of the results. While PCR assays are theoretically capable of detecting as little as one organism in a sample, this sensitivity also makes the tests susceptible to contamination that can cause false-positive results. In this respect, automation of detection processes for biological warfare agents remains one of the most important technical barriers for the deployment of PCR-based biodetectors in the field. The next generation of field detection devices should be fully automated devices with integrated sample preparation and biosensing elements, able to discriminate potential agents in a multianalyte environment, and report results autonomously. Full automation of assays and improved specimen-processing procedures can overcome many of the problems associated with first-generation tests, reducing human error, and increasing the accuracy of results. Continued progress in automated nucleic acid detection technologies will make real-time testing a reality under any environmental or biomedical application and permit more rapid and accurate monitoring of biological threat agents.
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